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EPIC IO strives to make organizations and communities safer, smarter, and more connected through our robust portfolio of connectivity and AI + IoT solutions.
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WaitTime is a patented, real-time and historical artificial intelligence software that uses state-of-the-art imaging techniques to monitor crowd behavior in large scale venues.
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MeldCX’s mission is to empower businesses and individuals to create premier customer experiences through AI and intelligent edge technologies.
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Eigen Machine Vision is a suite of software tools and engineering services that helps manufacturers in both discrete and continuous manufacturing unlock the value of image data to better manage product and process variability across their machines, lines, and factories.
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Course5 Discovery AI-powered Augmented Analytics Platform is an AI-powered suite of tools that helps businesses make quick, data-driven decisions by providing a powerful and intuitive solution to multi-stream analytics.
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Megh's VAS Smart Buildings solution provides security and surveillance for various venues, including office buildings, retail establishments, multi-family complexes and industrial sites.
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NodeWeaver bridges the world of private cloud platforms and hyperconverged infrastructure with a unified cloud fabric that brings all pieces together in building-block style.
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The EOS Linx EV Charging Station connected solution relies on Intel technology including vPro™ Platform and OpenVINO™ Toolkit, which contribute to faster deployment in the market.
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Intel and OnePlan are working together to deliver the future of venue experiences to event organizers across the world.
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